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THE UNION ARMY PENSION 
system was the nation’s first 
large-scale social insurance pro-
gram. It began during the US 
Civil War as a tightly controlled 
system of war-related disability 
compensation that, over time, de-
veloped into a general disability 
system and, finally, into a broad-
based old-age pension for almost 
all Union Army veterans. Indeed, 
the Union Army pension domi-
nated the federal budget and the 
political debates of its day to 
much the same extent as Social 
Security and Medicare do today. 
At the program’s peak in 1893, 
41.6% of all federal budget 
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here came from wartime military 
service records, from the pension 
applications made by the claim-
ants, and from the rulings of the 
Pension Bureau. Thus, we can 
trace the veterans’ experience in 
the system from the time of their 
military service until their deaths.

This tracing shows that the na-
ture and patterns of discrimina-
tion faced by Black veterans 
changed as the laws and prac-
tices governing the pension sys-
tem evolved. The seeds of the 
discrimination were planted 
during the war, as Black soldiers 
who were sick and injured were 
much less likely to be hospitalized, 
which left them without the 
documentation they needed to 
prove that their disabilities in 
later life were war related. The 
deficiencies in medical records, 
as well as other challenges Blacks 
faced as a result of their poverty, 
illiteracy, and history of enslave-
ment, put them at a considerable 
and immediate disadvantage in 
obtaining pension support. Over 
time, increasing political pressure 

expenditures were being paid out 
to military veterans.1

Given the ubiquitous racial 
discrimination in American life 
during this era, the de jure equal-
ity of Blacks and Whites in the 
disability pension system was 
truly remarkable. Black and 
White veterans were subject to 
the same eligibility requirements 
and received the same schedule 
of benefits. Thus, the racial dis-
crimination2 that was such a 
prominent part of official military 
practices during the war did not 
carry over into the statutes and 
regulations that governed the 
new pension system.

But what were the de facto ex-
periences of Blacks and Whites 
in the pension system? Could 
such a system achieve racial par-
ity in a world where racial preju-
dice was so pronounced? In this 
study, I used original data 
sources on over 40 000 Union 
Army veterans to compare sys-
tematically the treatment of 
Black and White veterans by the 
pension system. The data used 

The Union Army disability pension was an early experiment in 
colorblind social policy. However, it shortchanged Blacks in 2 ways. 
First, the law was unable to account for the challenges Blacks 
faced in proving their eligibility because of the legacy of slavery 
and discrimination against Black troops during the Civil War. 
Second, the increasing leniency accorded White soldiers by the 
Pension Bureau was not extended in the same measure to Blacks. 
Active discrimination against Blacks resulted in part from local 
discretion, evidenced by the signifi cantly lower approval rates for 
both White and Black veterans in the South. Furthermore, when 
Whites and Blacks claimed disabilities that were easily verifi able, 
outcomes were similar, but when verifi cation required a degree of 
trust, Blacks fared considerably worse than Whites. (Am J Public 
Health.2010;100:S56–S65. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2009.172759)
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The statutory requirements for 
pension eligibility remained rela-
tively constant until the law was 
liberalized in 1890, whereby the 
requirement that the disability be 
war related was dropped (as long 
as it was not due to “vicious hab-
its”).8 In arguing for a liberalized 
pension system, the new presi-
dent, Benjamin Harrison, noted 
that the requirement that disabili-
ties have an origin in military ser-
vice was “difficult, and in many 
deserving cases, impossible to es-
tablish.”9 The 1890 law opened 
the floodgates, and a surge of 
new applications were received 
by the Pension Bureau. The next 
major change in the law was in 
1907, which formalized old age 
as a pensionable disability. By 
that time, however, almost all the 
veterans who were going to enter 
the pension had already entered, 
and relatively few Black veterans 
were still alive.

Pension eligibility was deter-
mined by rigorous review by the 
Pension Bureau. Applicants had 
to provide legal proof of their 
identity and their military ser-
vice. The bureau then examined 
the military records to verify that 
the soldier had served at least 90 
days, and the claimant’s state-
ment about wartime experiences 
was checked against the wartime 
medical records, which recorded 
the hospitalizations for each sol-
dier in the war. The claimant 
then had to receive a medical ex-
amination, following which the 
examination results were re-
viewed by the bureau and a fi-
nancial award was made. The 
medical review board often disal-
lowed the disabilities indicated 
by the medical examination.

The Early Indicators 
Collections

The primary documentary 
sources used in this analysis were 

led to leniency toward White vet-
erans who did not have wartime 
disabilities, but this leniency was 
largely denied to Black veterans, 
and the White–Black differential 
in enrollment percentages wid-
ened continually in the 25 years 
after the war. 

In 1890, the law was formally 
liberalized to eliminate the need 
for wartime medical records, and 
the enrollment rate for Blacks in-
creased dramatically in short 
order. Nonetheless, even after 
1890, Blacks still faced the same 
difficulties as before in applying 
for pensions, as well as obstacles 
in getting the Pension Bureau to 
approve their claims, particularly 
if they were for conditions that 
required a “benefit of the 
doubt.”3 Furthermore, widows 
and dependents of veterans also 
encountered discrimination in 
gaining pensions4 (although only 
veterans’ “invalid pensions” were 
analyzed here). In sum, race-neu-
tral policies gave Blacks a mea-
sure of financial assistance and 
dignity, but the larger potential 
of the pension program was 
systematically undermined by 
the prejudice of human actors 
exercising discretion within the 
system.

THE UNION ARMY 
DISABILITY PENSION

In July 1861, when Congress 
authorized Lincoln to raise 
500 000 volunteer troops,5 it 
also authorized the creation of a 
pension for those volunteers, 
which was essentially the regular 
army pension system applied to 
the volunteers.6 A year later, in 
1862, this system was replaced 
with the “General Law,”7 which 
governed the distribution of pen-
sions for Union Army volunteers, 
including the United States Col-
ored Troops (USCT).

the veterans’ pension applications 
and the Pension Bureau’s rulings 
on those applications, including 
rulings on condition-specific 
claims. The data were collected 
from the US National Archives 
beginning in 1981 under the aus-
pices of a massive, multiyear data 
collection project entitled Early 
Indicators of Later Work Levels, 
Disease, and Death, funded by the 
National Institute on Aging.10 The 
aim of the Early Indicators project 
is to collect and digitize health, 
demographic, and socioeconomic 
information on Union Army re-
cruits across the course of their 
lives from birth to death. The 
data files used in this analysis 
consist of the individual records 

of 35 570 White enlisted men 
who served as part of 303 ran-
domly selected companies in the 
Civil War. The Black recruits 
come from a sample of 5905 
Black enlistees from a random 
sample of 53 USCT companies. 
Neither sample contains officers.

Emerging Research on the 
Black Veterans’ Experience

Only very recently have Black 
contributions in the Civil War 
and the lives of Black veterans 
have received scholarly attention. 
Even as recently as 1992, Theda 
Skocpol’s treatise on the origins 
of social welfare policy analyzed 
the Union Army pension in 
depth but made only passing ref-
erences to Blacks11 (she conjec-
tured—quite wrongly—that Black 

”
“ The seeds of the discrimination were planted 

during the war, as Black soldiers who were sick 
and injured were much less likely to be hospi-

talized, which left them without the documenta-
tion they needed to prove that their disabilities 

in later life were war related. 
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the war would be much higher 
for Blacks than they were for 
Whites, even if the case-fatality 
rates were higher for Blacks. 
However, the medical records 
are sharply at odds with the mor-
tality data. Only 45.3% of Blacks 
were hospitalized for illness dur-
ing the war, compared with 
53.7% of Whites. We thus have 
a puzzle: Blacks had twice the ill-
ness mortality of Whites, but 
they were less likely to be admit-
ted to the regimental hospital for 
illness.

The most likely explanation for 
this apparent enigma is that the 
Black soldiers who were ill or in-
jured were less likely to be hospi-
talized. Berlin et al. conclude that 

[R]acism compounded a prob-
lem all soldiers faced. Exasper-
ated by their inability to reverse 
the high morbidity and mortal-
ity rates, some medical officers 
accused blacks of feigning sick-
ness in much the same way that 
masters and overseers accused 
slaves of shirking work. They 
mistreated, abused, overworked, 
or neglected such soldiers, 
thereby contributing to further 
deterioration of their health.22

Because hospitalization of a 
Black soldier required an order 
from a White officer, it is likely 
that Blacks who were ill were 
sent to the hospital less often, or 
at least less quickly, than Whites. 
This can be seen in the records: 
of those soldiers who died of ill-
ness during the war, 74.9% of 
Whites had a prior hospitaliza-
tion for illness, compared with 
only 63.1% of Blacks. Of those 
who died from wounds, rates of 
previous hospitalization were 
64.1% for Whites but only 
32.6% for Blacks. 

What are the implications of 
the wartime experience for 
Blacks following the war with re-
spect to their pension status? 
First, the combined burden of 

Black soldiers, although the mor-
tality differentials are not as high 
as one might expect: 4.7% of 
White recruits in the Early Indi-
cators sample died of wounds or 
injuries, compared with 3.0% of 
Blacks. Dyer reports that for the 
entire Union Army over the 
course of the war, 1.6% of Black 
soldiers and 4.1% of White sol-
diers were killed in action.18 Fur-
thermore, in the final year of the 
war, General Grant summoned 
every available soldier to defeat 
the Confederate strongholds in 
Virginia, including numerous sol-
diers in the USCT. As Berlin et al. 
claim, “By war’s end nearly all 
black soldiers received a taste of 
combat.”19 Also, the last 2 years 
of the war were particularly 
bloody. In the Early Indicators 
sample, for instance, two thirds 
of deaths that occurred among 
White troops during the war oc-
curred in the last 2 years. It is 
clear from these casualty num-
bers that the USCT was not just 
sitting on the sidelines of the war 
and that these experiences may 
have had long-term conse-
quences on their health.

As is well known, the biggest 
killer of all Civil War soldiers was 
not combat but disease, and 
Blacks suffered much higher 
mortality from disease than did 
Whites.20 In the Early Indicators 
data, 18.7% of the Black sample 
died from disease while in ser-
vice, compared with 9.6% of 
Whites. The cause of this differ-
ence was probably both higher 
disease susceptibility and higher 
case fatality. This is consistent 
with Humphreys’ argument that 
Black regiments were under-
staffed in terms of medical care 
and received appreciably worse 
care.21

Given higher disease mortality, 
we would anticipate that hospi-
talizations for illness during 

and White veterans were treated 
equally by the pension system).12 
The previous lack of attention to 
the Black veterans’ experience by 
scholars is a manifestation of 
larger patterns of minimizing 
slavery and race as root causes 
of the Civil War.

 13 As Blight has 
argued, 

A segregated society required 
a segregated historical mem-
ory. . . . Most Americans 
embraced an unblinking cele-
bration of reunion [between 
North and South] and accepted 
segregation as a natural condi-
tion of the races.14

The most comprehensive treat-
ment to date of the postwar ex-
periences of Black veterans is by 
Shaffer, who discusses multiple 
aspects of the veterans’ lives, in-
cluding their experiences in the 
pension system.

 15 He describes 
the difficulties Black veterans 
had in applying for and obtaining 
pensions and provides a limited 
statistical analysis showing a 
lower pension approval rate for 
Blacks than for Whites.16 Logue 
and Blanck have recently pub-
lished the first rigorous statistical 
comparison of the experiences of 
Black and White veterans in 
seeking pensions.17 Using the 
Early Indicators data, they find 
that race played a key role in 
both the propensity to apply for 
a pension and the likelihood of 
having one’s application ap-
proved. They also show the im-
portance of the regimental re-
cords in the Pension Bureau’s 
decision to award a pension. 

COMPARISON OF BLACK 
AND WHITE PENSION 
OUTCOMES

Given the longer service time 
of Whites, it is not surprising that 
White soldiers had a higher rate 
of combat mortality than did 
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officially age based. In all 3 of 
these periods, approval rates for 
Whites were higher than for 
Blacks, as will be discussed in the 
following sections.

The Reconstruction period: 
1865–1878. Pension awards in 
the Reconstruction period were 
dominated by war wounds, and 
most of the veterans in the pen-
sion had a wartime hospitaliza-
tion to confirm their disability. 
This is true for both Blacks and 
Whites. The initial racial gap in 
the late 1860s is probably be-
cause Whites were injured more 
often in battle than Blacks, but 
different injury rates do not ex-
plain the growth in the racial gap 
during this period. After about 
1868, the growth in enrollment 
for wounded veterans is about 1 
percentage point per year for 
Blacks but 2.5 points for Whites. 
Thus, by the end of the period, 

records, not the claimant’s state-
ments), whether or not they had 
recorded illnesses; (2) those who 
were not wounded but did have 
wartime illness; (3) those with 
neither wound nor illness.

The enrollment rate is a prod-
uct of both the application rate 
and the approval rate. Table 1 
shows approval rates for each 
historical period under consider-
ation. The first period corre-
sponds roughly to the Recon-
struction period in the South and 
ends in 1878, just before the Ar-
rears Act of 1879 was passed,25 
which allowed applicants to re-
ceive back payments for their 
disabilities going all the way back 
to the war. The second period is 
from 1879 to 1889, the year 
before the liberalization. The 
third period begins with the lib-
eralization of the pension law in 
1890 and ends in 1906, the 
year before the pension became 

disease and wounds resulting 
from the war was high for Blacks. 
Recent research has demon-
strated that illness during the 
Civil War was associated with a 
higher prevalence of chronic con-
ditions in later life.23 Further-
more, the hard manual labor 
slaves faced while in servitude 
before the war and their higher 
probability of manual labor fol-
lowing the war suggest a higher 
risk of both disease and disability 
in later life. All these factors sug-
gest a heavy disease and disabil-
ity burden for Black veterans in 
later life. The most convincing 
evidence of this is that only 29% 
of Black veterans lived until 
1900, compared with 45% of 
Whites.

Second, without a record of 
hospitalization, both Black and 
White veterans had a difficult 
time claiming that their disabili-
ties were linked to wartime 
events, which was required prior 
to 1890. Because Blacks were 
less likely to be hospitalized for 
their wounds and illnesses, Black 
survivors of the war lagged sig-
nificantly behind Whites in their 
ability to produce documentation 
that they experienced wartime 
events that might be linked to 
their disabilities in later life.

Trends in Pension 
Enrollments for Blacks and 
Whites

The overall time trend in pen-
sion enrollment is presented in 
Figure 1, which shows estimates 
over time of the percentage of liv-
ing veterans who had made a suc-
cessful pension application.24 
These approval rates are broken 
down by race and by military 
medical history (MMH), yielding 
6 groups overall. The MMH sta-
tus has 3 categories: (1) those 
who were wounded in the war (as 
obtained from the army’s medical 

FIGURE 1—Percentage of pension enrollment among living Civil War veterans, by race, illness or wounded 
status, and year: United States, 1865–1906.
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question of sequels to disabilities 
incurred in service.28 

However, this was an era 
when very little scientific basis 
existed to support etiologic argu-
ments linking the chronic disabil-
ities of middle-aged veterans to 
their wartime experiences. The 
most common disabilities among 
veterans were arthritis, heart dis-
ease, and various gastrointestinal 
conditions. Connecting these 
types of conditions to wartime 
events involved a fair amount of 
creativity, to say the least. This 
scientific vacuum helped open 
the door for the politics of bu-
reaucratic discretion. As Sanders 
has noted, the Pension Bureau 
had considerable discretion in 
this period in terms of the 

speed with which applications 
were processed, the states and 
communities from which they 
were drawn, and the rigor of 
the review (both medical and 
clerical).29 

The political pressure for a 
more lenient attitude toward ap-
plicants started with the passage 
of the Arrears Act in 1879, 
which allowed for back payments 
of pension awards. The Arrears 
Act awoke veterans’ groups to 
the possibilities of political activ-
ism.30 Indeed, the dominant vet-
erans’ group of the time, the 
Grand Army of the Republic 
(GAR), grew in membership from 
31 016 in 1878 to 397 974 in 
1889,31 and the centerpiece of 
their political efforts was in-
creased support for disability 
pensions. Largely as a result of 
this activism, Congress passed 
the Dependent Pension Act in 
1887, which would have granted 
pensions to all disabled veterans 
without respect to the cause of 
the disability. However, President 
Grover Cleveland vetoed this act 
in 1887,32 a move that angered 

the White–Black gap had grown 
considerably.

A dominant reason for the wid-
ening gap was that Blacks faced 
so many obstacles in applying for 
a pension.26 It was difficult and 
expensive, and Black applicants 
were often poor and illiterate. 
Furthermore, the Pension Bureau 
often appointed special investiga-
tors to verify claims. According to 
Shaffer, Blacks were investigated 
about twice as often as Whites 
and these investigations were 
more thorough and took longer. 
Furthermore, claim agents (who 
often assisted in the application 
process) often took advantage of 
Black soldiers by submitting 
fraudulent claims. Finally, the dif-
ficulty Blacks had in providing es-
sential dates, including dates of 
birth, marriage, military service, 
wounds, and illnesses, “led to 
frustration and suspicion on the 
part of pension bureaucrats.”27 

By the end of this early pe-
riod, a minority of both Blacks 
and Whites had applied for a 
pension, but the numbers for 
Blacks lagged significantly be-
hind. For wounded veterans, 
40.0% of Whites and 20.0% of 
Blacks had applied; for those 
with a history of illness, 12.7% 
of Whites and 3.0% of Blacks 
had applied; for those with no 
military medical history, the 

percentages were 5.0% of 
Whites and 1.4% of Blacks. 
Thus, the gap in enrollment rates 
between Whites and Blacks in 
Figure 1 was dominantly a func-
tion of the lower application rate 
of Blacks. However, Table 1 indi-
cates that differential approval 
rates by race were present in this 
early period as well. The ap-
proval rate for Blacks was lower 
for all MMH groups, although 
the number of Black applicants 
was too low to precisely estimate 
approval.

The period of informal liberaliza-
tion: 1879–1889. As shown in 
Figure 1, during the 1880s, rates 
of pension enrollment for veter-
ans without war wounds in-
creased dramatically for White 
veterans but only modestly for 
Blacks. By 1889, the year prior 
to formal liberalization, the en-
rollment rate for those with re-
corded war illness had risen to 
43% for Whites compared with 
only 10% for Blacks. For those 
without any documented military 
history, the enrollment rate was 
22% for Whites but only 8% for 
Blacks. 

In 1877, the commissioner of 
the pension noted that 

it is comparatively rare that 
claim is now made for a disabil-
ity contracted in service; it is a 

TABLE 1—Pension Approval Rates for Civil War Veterans, by Period, Race, and Military Medical History: 
United States, 1865–1906

                                                                      APPROVAL RATE OF PENSION APPLICATIONS

 Wounded Illness Neither

Period Whites % (No.)   Blacks % (No.)     Whites % (No.)  Blacks % (No.)   Whites % (No.)     Blacks % (No.) 

Reconstruction (1865–1878) 83 (799) 77 (22) 74 (813) 48 (23) 73 (300) 58 (19)

Informal liberalization (1979–1889)  73 (1591) 59 (64)  73 (4554)   31 (265)   68 (2021)   28 (310)

Postliberalization (1890–1906)  64 (1303) 47 (152)  70 (4565)   45 (933)   73 (4204)     43 (1245) 

  

Note. Percentages reflect approval rates for an initial pension among those without an existing pension.
Source. Based on data in Early Indicators of Later Work Levels, Disease, and Death.10
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their employment to a political 
establishment that faced intense 
pressure to extend the reach of 
the system. They were clearly 
not indifferent to the political 
forces of the day. For instance, 
members of Congress, feeling 
the political pressure of the GAR 
and their constituents, flooded 
the bureau with requests for 
help with their constituents’ 
claims. For instance, in 1888, 
Commissioner Black reported 
that the bureau had received 
94 000 congressional inquiries 
(on top of 2.7 million inquiries 
from citizens) during the fiscal 
year.46

Thus, in the 1880s we see 
that the seeds of more liberal 
policy took firm root, but one 
whose benefits were racially 
based. These roots were nour-
ished by the political activism of 
the GAR and the political ma-
neuverings of a commissioner 
who was eager to use the Pen-
sion Bureau as a tool for galva-
nizing the support of veterans for 
the Republican Party. However, 
neither party faced significant po-
litical incentives to use the pen-
sion system to court Black sup-
port. Indeed, no better evidence 
of the increasing leniency toward 
White applicants exists than the 
wide disparity in pension ap-
proval rates between Black and 
White applicants seen in Table 1. 
During this period, the approval 
rate for Black applicants was 
31% if only a wartime illness 
was found and 28% if no MMH 
was found. By contrast, the ap-
proval percentages for similarly 
defined White applicants were 
73% and 68%, respectively. In 
sum, only a paltry percentage of 
Black veterans were enjoying the 
benefits of a regular disability 
pension before the 1890 liberal-
ization gave their chances for 
success new life.

Historians have argued that 
Dudley’s main intent in expand-
ing pension awards was to create 
a political base for the Republi-
can Party.40 In 2 short years 
(1881–1883), the administrative 
budget of the bureau increased 
by 152% and the number of em-
ployees tripled.41 Dudley was 
supported by a newly formed 
committee on pensions in the 
GAR, which pressured Congress 
to increase the number of bureau 
employees.42 During the election 
of 1884, Dudley instructed bu-
reau clerks to reject no applica-
tions until after the election, and 
he ordered that claims from Ohio 
and Indiana be reviewed before 
other outstanding claims to shore 
up Republican support in those 
key states.43

Republican efforts, however, 
were unsuccessful in 1884, and 
Dudley’s Democratic successor, 
John Black, claimed that under 
Dudley the Pension Bureau was 
“all but avowedly a political ma-
chine, filled from border to bor-
der with the uncompromising ad-
herents of a single law.”44 But 
bureaucracies are easier to build 
than to take apart. Under Presi-
dent Cleveland, the federal ex-
penditures for the Pension Bu-
reau leveled off, but the number 
of total pensioners under Black 
grew at an average annual rate of 
8.5%, compared with only 5.2% 
under Dudley. The Cleveland ad-
ministration had to walk the fine 
line between alienating veteran 
support in the North and alienat-
ing the Democrats’ political base 
in the South. Furthermore, the 
large majority of permanent Pen-
sion Bureau staff were hired and 
trained under the Dudley regime, 
and more than one third of the 
newly elected 49th Congress 
were Union Army veterans.45

The examining physicians and 
the Pension Bureau staff owed 

the GAR and contributed signifi-
cantly to his defeat in 1888.33

In addition to activism by the 
GAR, politically appointed pen-
sion commissioners had enor-
mous influence in shaping pen-
sion policy during this period. 
James Garfield was elected presi-
dent in 1880 and appointed Wil-
liam Dudley to be the pension 
commissioner. Dudley’s predeces-
sors, Henry Atkinson and John 
Bentley, had been convinced that 
examining physicians were, be-
cause they were predominantly 
neighborhood doctors (rather 
than full-time employees of the 
Pension Bureau), subject to “local 
prejudices”34 in favor of the appli-
cants, and they repeatedly pro-
posed reforms to the system of 
medical examination and adjudi-
cation processes designed to limit 
the fraud they believed to be ram-
pant in the system.35 

The tone of Dudley’s reports to 
Congress, on the other hand, was 
vastly different. Reforms in the 
method of examining questionable 
claims took on a whole new light, 
as Dudley argued that the new 
approach “frequently establishes 
meritorious claims” that would 
have been otherwise ignored and, 
in these cases, “the government 
comes in to help the poor but 
worthy claimant, and gives him 
the benefit of her strong arm and 
generous purse.”36 Instead of ad-
vocating reforms to limit fraud, he 
recommended numerous reforms 
to make pensions more widely 
available.37 Whereas Atkinson had 
urged Congress in 1875 to post in 
a public place a list of all pension-
ers so that citizens could report 
cases of fraud to the bureau,38 
Dudley urged Congress to pass 
laws facilitating the prosecution in 
federal courts of any persons who 
swore “falsely and maliciously 
against a meritorious and worthy 
claimant’s right to a pension.”39
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applicants was significantly lower 
(by more than 20 percentage 
points) in the South than in the 
North. As more veterans applied 
for pensions, approval rates dur-
ing the informal liberalization 
period fell for all groups. This 
decrease, however, does not 
seem to be significantly associ-
ated with region. Blacks in the 
North fared almost as poorly as 
Blacks in the South. Again, the 
main force for change in this pe-
riod was the increasing leniency 
of the Pension Bureau. During 
this period, the increase in racial 
disparities dominate the regional 
disparities.

In the period following the 
1890 law, however, we see a rel-
atively profound regional effect. 
Blacks did relatively better after 
the law was liberalized; however, 
this gain was confined almost en-
tirely to Blacks living in the 
North. Gains for Blacks in the 
South were modest, and approval 
was still lower for this group than 
for any other. Things also got 
considerably worse for White 
Union Army veterans living in 
the South: their pension approval 
rate during the postliberalization 
period was 10 percentage points 
lower than in the preceding pe-
riod. Indeed, in the post-1890 
period, regional differences 
among Whites were comparable 
to racial differences in both the 
North and the South.

In sum, the period of infor-
mal liberalization saw sharp 
changes in racial disparities, 
whereas the postliberalization 
period saw an increase in re-
gional disparities. The sum of 
these effects was huge: in the 
postliberalization period, North-
ern Whites had approval rates 
of over 70%, whereas Southern 
Blacks were approved only 
36% of the time. These pat-
terns are confirmed by logistic 

The postliberalization period: 
1890–1907. The liberalization 
of the law in 1890 was a great 
equalizing force. It weakened sig-
nificantly the discriminatory leg-
acy that had been hanging 
around the necks of Black veter-
ans since the Civil War by drop-
ping the requirement that disabil-
ities be the result of military 
service and therefore eliminating 
the need to produce wartime 
documentation of wounds and 
injuries. This allowed significant 
numbers of Blacks to start taking 
their place in the pension system 
for the first time. In approxi-
mately one year, the enrollment 
rate for Blacks without war 
wounds more than doubled; dur-
ing the subsequent decade, en-
rollment doubled yet again. In 
terms of correcting racial dispari-
ties, however, the 1890 law was 
far from a cure-all. Blacks still 
lagged behind Whites in terms of 
approval and enrollment for each 
of the MMH groups; although 
the approval rates in Table 1 
show improvement along these 
lines, Black veterans still had the 
same difficulties as before in es-
tablishing their identity and prov-
ing that they had served.

Thus, the decade following lib-
eralization saw a significant nar-
rowing of the racial gap, which 

continued to narrow over time as 
the pension system became a de 
facto age-based pension. And 
even though the public clamor 
that led to this liberalization was 
not designed to narrow racial dis-
parities, it had that effect, much 
as the provision of clean water 
helped eliminate racial disparities 
in disease even though racial 
equality was not a prominent 
concern in Jim Crow America.47

One should keep in mind, 
however, that by the turn of the 
century, Blacks were denied pen-
sion assistance for a fundamen-
tally different reason: most of 
them were dead. The 1890 lib-
eralization came too late for 
many Blacks to finally receive 
the compensation received by 
their White comrades. (The de-
pendent widows of soldiers could 
apply for pensions as well, but in 
those cases, Blacks had further 
problems in establishing legal 
marriage. Widows’ pensions are 
not examined as part of the anal-
ysis here.) 

Race and Region
Although Reconstruction at-

tempted to instill civil rights for 
Blacks in the South, it was short-
lived and of limited effectiveness. 
In the Reconstruction period, the 
pension approval rate for Black 

FIGURE 2—Approval of pensions for Civil War veterans, by race, region, and period: United States, 
1865–1906.
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• High: hernias, varicose veins, 
cardiovascular disease, rectal 
conditions (mostly hemorrhoids), 
injury

• Moderate: genitourinary con-
ditions, kidney disease, unspeci-
fied debility, arthritis, respiratory 
disease, eye disorders

• Low: stomach disorders, 
diarrhea, malaria, miscellaneous 
infections, back pain, ear 
disorders

Disease in the high category 
can be readily determined by the 
examination methods of the time 
(an important specific exception 
to this is coronary artery disease, 
but murmurs, hypertrophy, dysp-
nea, cyanosis, and other cardio-
vascular disease indicators such 
as peripheral arteriosclerosis 
were observable indicators used 
to determine cardiovascular 
disease). In the moderate cate-
gory are conditions where more 

the patient’s report of symptoms. 
This was particularly true for di-
agnostic procedures in the 19th 
and early 20th century. In some 
cases, the role of discretion was 
small (a missing leg is a missing 
leg), but in many cases discretion 
was paramount. 

Conditions were categorized 
as they were grouped in the orig-
inal records, not by how we 
would construct disease catego-
ries with modern data. Thus, 
some categories (such as cardio-
vascular or respiratory disease) 
correspond to body systems, 
whereas some (e.g., arthritis, her-
nias) are specific conditions and 
still others (e.g., diarrhea) are 
symptoms. Verifiability is a func-
tion of how readily the physician 
could determine that the condi-
tion was present and chronic. 
Verifiability is characterized as 
follows:

regression analysis (not shown) 
that controls for age, MMH, and 
reported health and that esti-
mates each model separately by 
time period. In this analysis, 
race and region values are all 
highly significant (P  < .001), and 
the race and region effects pre-
dicted by the models are very 
close to the raw numbers shown 
in Figure 2.

Racial Differences in Specific 
Conditions 

The final analysis involves the 
condition-specific claims made to 
the Pension Bureau by appli-
cants. The hypothesis was that 
Blacks will do relatively poorly 
for conditions where verification 
by physicians of the day was dif-
ficult—in other words, where giv-
ing the benefit of the doubt was 
essential. Even today, medical di-
agnoses often critically rely on 

TABLE 2—Pension Approval Rates for Civil War Veterans, by Race, and Medical Condition: United States, 1865–1906

                                                                              APPROVAL RATE OF PENSION APPLICATIONS

 Condition Claimed Claim Approved Predicted Approval Ratea White:Black

Disease Category Whites % Blacks % Whites % Blacks % Whites %  Blacks %  Ratio zb Pb Verifiability

Diarrhea 15.2 6.9 74.0 23.8 76.9 35.1 2.19 11.06 <.001 Low

Ear 8.1 6.7 47.4 14.0 42.9 20.6 2.08 4.41 <.001 Low

Malaria 2.6 1.1 65.2 20.6 66.4 32.9 2.02 3.18 .001 Low

Back pain 7.3 11.0 44.3 15.7 39.8 19.8 2.01 4.96 <.001 Low

Respiratory 9.6 11.1 60.7 27.4 60.9 31.3 1.95 9.39 <.001 Moderate

Eye 9.8 20.0 49.4 22.4 47.1 25.1 1.88 8.45 <.001 Moderate

Stomach 9.2 7.3 49.1 20.8 47.8 25.7 1.86 5.84 <.001 Low

Miscellaneous infections 6.0 4.5 40.5 22.8 39.3 22.3 1.76 4.35 <.001 Low

Kidney 6.1 8.6 12.5 6.4 9.3 5.6 1.66 2.47 .014 Moderate

Rectum 15.2 12.4 75.9 40.2 77.8 54.3 1.43 10.26 <.001 High

Injury 22.8 22.2 79.2 44.4 81.9 62.1 1.32 11.54 <.001 High

Hernia 5.5 5.5 78.8 68.7 79.9 68.8 1.16 3.45 <.001 High

Arthritis (rheumatism) 25.5 45.2 64.7 49.0 65.0 56.8 1.14 5.72 <.001 Moderate

Cardiovascular 19.5 23.3 64.9 65.5 65.9 58.7 1.12 4.12 <.001 High

Unspecifi c debility 5.5 26.3 51.3 40.9 51.1 43.5 1.17 4.04 <.001 Moderate

Varicose veins 2.8 1.8 69.2 59.9 70.2 63.1 1.11 1.22 .223 High

Genitourinary 3.0 2.9 58.5 47.2 58.4 53.3 1.10 1.02 .305 High

aPredicted approval rates are based on the estimated logistic regression models that included controls for race, age, military medical history, region, period, and other disabilities claimed by the 
applicant. 
bValues reported for the regression coeffi cient on the race variable.
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essential aspect of program 
design if we desire equal treat-
ment under the law for all 
citizens. ■
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Although conditions with 
moderate verifiability are a little 
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high and low verifiability, as 
seen in Table 2. Approval rates 
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were often more than twice as 
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whereas highly verifiable condi-
tions had relatively little differ-
ence. Of particular importance 
was diarrhea. Whites claimed 
chronic diarrhea at much higher 
rates than did Blacks, and they 
were believed much more 
frequently.

The relatively high rejection 
rates for most conditions for both 
Blacks and Whites suggests that 
the Pension Bureau took its job 
of verifying claims seriously, but 
a part of its discretion involved 
believing what the claimant 
said—a trust that was extended 
far less often to Blacks than it 
was to Whites.

CONCLUSIONS

Black veterans did not come 
out of the Civil War with as 
many obvious battle injuries as 
their White counterparts, nor 
did they serve as long; however, 
their service was significant, 
and the burdens of disease and 
injury they faced over the 
course of their lives were pro-
found. The pension assistance 
received by Black veterans was 
a financial lifeline to them, as 

well as to their families and 
communities. But in this, as 
with so many other matters, 
Black veterans were not given 
their fair share.

Even though the eligibility 
requirements were colorblind, 
Blacks, often illiterate and 
impoverished, faced numerous 
obstacles in applying for a pen-
sion. Even if they managed to 
initiate an application, the legacy 
of discrimination they faced 
during the war left them without 
the documentary evidence to 
verify their wartime service or 
their wounds and illnesses. And 
once they applied for a pension, 
they were not extended the leni-
ency and benefit of the doubt 
that Whites often received. Fi-
nally, the health of Blacks was so 
poor that they died at much 
higher rates than Whites and 
therefore often did not live long 
enough to enjoy the pension 
benefits that might have come 
their way in later life, especially 
after liberalization of the law 
in 1890.

The colorblind policy experi-
ment teaches 2 critical lessons. 
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context is needed to determine 
verifiability: respiratory diseases 
could sometimes (but not always) 
be determined by listening to the 
lungs; genitourinary conditions 
usually consisted of visually ap-
parent diseases of the genitals,48 
but could also be urinary prob-
lems that were harder to verify 
(for instance, the physician would 
have to believe there was pain 
present); if swelling in the joints 
was visible, arthritis could be 
verified, but arthritic joints are 
not always visibly swollen; kid-
ney disease was likely often con-
fused with back pain by claim-
ants, but it could be indicated 
by primitive urinalysis (although 
this test was seldom approved 
for either Blacks or Whites), and 
unspecified disability (often de-
termined by the general appear-
ance, such as gait, posture, skin 
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such as diarrhea. Infectious dis-
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pensionable, requiring, again, 
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Table 2 gives the frequency 
with which specific claims were 
made and their approval rates 
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age, MMH, region, period, and 
other conditions claimed. On the 
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Whites, with all other character-
istics held constant at sample 
mean levels, and the ratio of 
Black–White approval was 
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